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gafiil. fr.the stem ofgief'an to give - more at 
GIVE) I: periodic payment to a superior in 
medieval England 
gav-el 1" ' n-s (ME. fr. g111·elle sheaf. bundle) 
I: the amount of mowed grain sufficient to 
make a sheaf 2: a bundle of straw or reeds 
ready to use for thatching 
gavel " n-s (short for ga1·elk ind) I: a body 
of joint tenants that are blood relatives 
gavel " n-s (origin unknown) I: a mason's 
setting maul 2a: the mallet of a presiding 
officer (as in a court or legislative body) b: a 
mallet used to :.iltract or command 
attentio11. as at an auction 
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!Editor's Parting Note 
Becoming a Cynic 
Finishing the last sentence of the last 
4uestion of the last law school exam. I closed 
my blue hook and aimlessly stared at the rest 
of the class still taking the exam. Twisting 
my lips into a half smile. I laughed to myself. 
The irony. I thought. to finish law school 
and yet feel empty and lost. After finishing 
an exam. I normally would go to a har for a 
double bourbon which would invariably 
always he chased down with one or two 
more a ritual better known as anesthesia 
hy intoxication. This time howe\er. I could 
not bring myself to lea\e the classroom. I 
remained seated. my mind preoccupied with 
my law school experience. 
Quixotic or just romantically naive. I said 
to myself. as I tried to suppres' my urge to 
guffaw. I had come to law school full of 
idealism. full of enthusiasm to become a 
member of what I then con,idcred as an 
honorable profession. Like \o many other 
law students. I had en\isioncd law school to 
he so mew hat of an i ntelkct ua I center de\ oid 
of the pettiness and duplicity that is 
associated with the "real world." How 
untrue. How sad it is to ha\e come to law 
school splendidly romantic and after three 
years lea\C as a confined cynic full of 
mistrust - a Diogenes. 
As I reminisced. I realized that the so-
called "law school experience" was nothing 
more than a self-delusion replete with' 
hypocrisy. pretentiousness and egocentrism. 
Perhaps reaching the end of lawschool had 
made me maudlin. Perhaps. hut I think not. 
No. I was not drunk with self-pity nor 
tearfully sentimental. Of course not. 
Disappointed" Yes, hut it was more than 
that. Pee\ed. that's right; I was pee\ed from 
e\cr so grandiosely deluding mv,elf prior to 
entering law school. Here I had come to 
law school. all fired up. ready to cm hark on a 
career in a profession which pride' itself for 
advocating for the ad\ ocatcs of socio-
political and economic ri)!h1' the' icar' of 
thc\an)!uards. if\011 \\lsh. Little did I kno\\ 
that the lcarn111µ 111,tllution' ol thi' 
profession as \H·ll a' its candidate' arc 
ethical Iv han~ 111p1 
I had watched Pa11erchase and yes. I was 
moved. Nai\·e'' Perhaps. hut not 4ueer. I had 
expected to have one or two K ingsfields who 
would inspire me by their tactics of 
intimidation. to meet one or two Harts and 
Fords. and if lucky. to have a fling with some 
sexy daughter of a law school professor. 
Instead. I found egotistical professors, 
interested more in ego stroking than 
teaching. It's what you call the law school 
4uid pro 4uo. i.e .. either stroke my ego. he 
mv instrument of duplicity and be sen·ile to 
m~ or you will he \ictimized by my 
\indicti,eness. The majority of the law 
students are not much better. You have your 
mercenaries, whose academic achievements 
can be measured by their cupidity which is 
only superseeded hy their 4uest for prestige: 
vou ha\'c vour cutthroats - the lagos of law 
~chool .who get theirjollies off hy trying to 
coni\c others into belining that they are on 
a constant \Crge of flunking an exam or 
dropping our of law school: and of course. 
you ha\e your sycophants. acting as alter 
egos for professors. Sad. I thought. that I 
will ha\e to deal with some of these people 
after law school. But then. I'll have my guard 
up: they're hound to he just as hypocritical 
and mercenary after they lea\'e law school. 
While these thoughts went through my 
mind . I came across memories worth 
cherishing. While in law school. I did meet 
professors of the highest academic caliber. 
worthy of praise which I ha\'e been unable to 
put into words. These are professors who 
lack an ego. do not know what selfishness is. 
and arc incapable of treating students with 
the intellect.ual contempt that other 
professors so fondly boast of. And yes. I did 
meet students whom I consider far too 
'upenor 111 4ualities to dcsene my 
ac4uaintance. Friendships were indeed 
built. 
Before I could fini'h my thoughts. I heard 
the professor announce that the time was up 
time to turn in the final blue hooks of the 
final c.xam. Well. I thought to mvsclf. better 
go for a double bourbon. or better yet. why 
not make it a triple. 
MIC/IA f.I G. KA RNA VAS 
Deparrin~ Ediror 
Fran -
We Love You 
By Michael G. Karnavas 
Just remember back to your first day at C-
M. You probably got here extra early and 
with two things in mind; first . find the toilet 
because your nerves had the best of you; and 
second. get. some coffee. Not to over-tax 
yo ur memories. but do you remember 
getting yo ur first cup of coffee or tea from 
Fran? Well. I do. 
·I had come to C-M around 7:30 bringing 
along an insatiable desire for coffee. Around 
8:05 this cheerful lady came through the 
cafeteria carrying a small steel box with 
three men behind her. bearing the morning 
delights.Not knowing any better. I rushed to 
greet her as she was unlocking her snack bar 
door. Fran. with a look that could stop a 
herd of buffalo on a stampede. told me that I 
would have to wait until she could "set-up." 
Frankly. I did not understand what she 
me·ant. but too afraid to ask. I stepped back 
(actually got the hell out of her way) and 
waited for about five minutes until she was 
''set-up." By t.his time I could hardly stand 
up. having not had my first cup of coffee M y 
turn eventually came up (the three·bearers of 
the morning delights always get served first) 
and ha ving a 20 dollar bill in my ha.nd. I 
asked for a large coffee. Well. I'm sure 1f yo u 
are a day s_tudent a t C-M you know what 
followed next. That's right. I went across 
Euclid Avenue for coffee since Fran would 
not change my·20 dollar bill. 
Three years later. I still greet Fran around 
8 a.m. and the three bearers of the morning 
delights still follow behind her. a nd yes. I d o 
let her"set up ." Fran has been a mother to all 
C-M students. If you have a cold. she'll spike 
your tea ; if yo u're sad. she'll tell yo u a good 
joke; if you're low on cash, she'll hdp you 
out; and if you hand her a 20 dollar. bill m the· 
morning for a cup of coffee. you II end up 
across Euclid Avenue. 
Fran has been good to all of us and that's 
why we all love her. 
Women's Workshop 
By Linda Kesterson 
The Women's Law Caucus at C leveland-
Marshall works to promote the full 
integration of women int o the. law 
profess ion. One of the m.ajor act1v1t1es of 
the Caucus is sponsoring the annual 
Women's Legal Right s Workshop. Th.e 
Workshop provides two serv1ce.s: 11 
addresses legal concerns of women m I.he 
community and it provides an oppo rtunit y 
fo r women law students to prepare and 
present materials relevant to th ose co ncerns. 
The indi vid ua l workshops are designed '-° 
enable the participants to understand their 
rights in a wide range of situatio ns a nd .to 
feel confident about seeking lega l advice 
when those ri ghts are vio lated . 
The Workshop is a day- lo ng event 
consisting of a series of indi vidual workshop 
sess ions led primarily by law students with a 
few being led by experts from the Cleveland 
community. Over 100 people attended this 
year's Workshop which was held at the law 
school on May Isl. Each participant had the 
opportunity to attend four oft he twenty-one 
workshops - two in the morning session 
and two in the afternoon. This year's topics 
were: Battered Women / Domestic Violence. 
Consumer Rights . Copyright Law for 
Writers and Artists. Criminal Justice. 
Domestic Relations. Employment 
Discrimination. Important Legislation: 
State and Federal . Lesbian Rights. 
Landlord /Tenant. Patient's Rights in a 
Menta l Hospital . The Pregr;iant Teenager. 
Propert y Buying. Rape. Rep roductive 
Rights. Rights of a Surviving Spouse. 
Rights of the Disabled . Sex- Based 
Institution al iz ation . St ud e n t Rights. 
Taxation. '' ' · ' " , : -~ i giHs. and Women's 
Self-Defe nse. 
Between the morning and afternoon 
sessions a panel discussion entitled 
"Women's Rights in the Eighties" was held 
in the Moot Court Roo m. The emphasis of 
the panel was on the continuing need for 
awareness and action. Eileen Roberts. 
Executive Director of the Cleveland 
American Civil Libert ies Union spoke on 
individual rights . including the threats to 
individual freedom posed by the so-called 
Family Protection Act. Linda Batway. 
Executive Direct or of WomenSpace 
addressed the current problems faced by 
women. especially the growing numbers of 
poor women . in the area of social services. 
including child care services and 
employment opportunities. Susan Wilson. 
an organizer for Communicati o n Workers 
of America. AFL-CIO stressed the problems 
faced by women in all areas of employment 
- blue, white and "pink" collar - with an 
emphasis on wages a nd economics. Mary 
Boyle. former State Representa ti ve. spoke 
of he r recent experiences as a woman m 
Ohio po litics and stressed the urgent need 
for more po litica l acti vity by women. The 
audience. as well as the speakers. voiced 
serious concern about the la rge number of 
underemployed and unemployed women. 
In addition to attending four workshops 
and participating in the panel discussi on. 
each participant received a copy of the 
Workshop Handbook. The Hand book is a 
com pilatio n of th e papers prepared by the 
workshop leade rs for their worksh.op 
presentatio ns. The Handbook offers a. w.1de 
range of useful information and prov1d'es a 
ready source of information on community 
resources. 
Copies of the 
ava ilable through 
$5.00. 
1982 Handbook are 
Women's Cauc us for 
Continued on 11axe JO 
PAD and Women's Caucus 
sponsored a plant sale for two days in 
April. 
Debra Praznik (left) registration activities 
•• 
Diane Coad leads a workshop on 
"Sex-Based Institutionalization." 
Nancy Leibold provides sign 
interpretation for deaf participants. 
Legal Aid Society 
By Kathleen E-nde 
The budget strnggle we have read so much 
ab~ut _ lately is raising concerns among wide 
va~1et1es of interests as to how it will 
ultimately affect citizens in their daily lives. 
Over the years the federal government has 
moved with variou. programs to · serve a 
wide . variety of needs. President Reagan 
questions the efficacy of most of the 
programs and philosophically prefers the 
burden to be borne by the private sector. 
Con seque ntl y. many long-standing 
programs face the Reagan budget axe. 
The Legal Services Corporation (LSC) is 
one of the many victims cut out or whittled 
down by the Reagan Administration. As 
LSC's actual function is to distribute federal 
funding to local legal service agencies. the 
real brunt o_f the money cut is being felt by 
those agencies. m this area the Legal Aid 
Society of Cleveland (LAS). 
Federally funded since 1965. Legal Aid 
has developed into an extensive service 
network. part of Legal Aid Society of 
orthern Ohio. Serving Lake; Geauga. 
Richland, Crawford and Ashland counties 
as well as Cuyahoga, they employ 34 staff 
attorneys serving a qualifyi ng clie.nt 
population of about 200,000. 
The eligibility qualifications are simple 
based upon income and the nature of one'~ 
needs. For example. a family of four making 
less than $5,880.00 per year with a non-fee 
generat~ng legal problem is eligible. All fee-
generatmg cases are referred to local 
attorneys on the Legal Aid referral list. (This 
ltst 1s comprised of attorneys who also 
accept pro bono cases from Legal Aid on a 
regular basis.) 
. The federal monies allocated to the LSC 
m FY 1981 was $321.000.000.-0it Ohio's cut 
of that was $9,000,000.00.· (b~!--ed upon the 
number of p~ople within the poverty class at 
S?-~ per eligible person). This was then 
d1v1ded a~ong sixteen independent legal aid 
programs m the state with the LAS receiving 
$1,800,000.00. As their total budget for FY 
I 98 I was $2,400,000.00. approximately 75% 
of their budget was federally funded. 
FY. 1982 is now half gone. and the 
financial situation for LAS is precarious. 
The LSC has be_e n slated for extinction by 
the Reagan administration, and is surviving 
currently on stop-gap funding. So far. they 
have received $241.000.000.00 for the FY 
1982 budget , a cut from $321.000.000.00 
given m . I 98 I. The current temporary 
funding bill expires on September 30. 1982. 
C. Lyonel Jones, the Executive Director 
of the Legal Aid Society predicts," A loss of 
federal funding will put Legal Aid back in 
the position it was in pre-1965. unable to 
meet the needs of the indigent community. 
This. i:iay mandate mandatory pro bono 
prov1s1?ns written into local codes of 
professional responsi bility. This has already 
been pr?posed m the New York City Code of 
Professional_ Responsibility, and is currently 
m the Washington. D.C. Code for criminal 
cases. 
Accordil]g to Richard Gurbst. director of 
the civil divis ion and a key administrator of 
Legal Aid . the pending federal budget cuts 
will severely limit the range of legal aid 
services. 
"Staff members are not being replaced as 
they leave. which increases the case load on 
those that remain." he said. "Also. we are 
limited in the number of.new clients we can 
a_ccept. We have hired no new attorneys 
since 1980. and three of our current staff are 
leaving in June 1982." 
_This cut in services co ntrasts dramatically 
with the _growing numbers of the indigel)t 
community. , 
The Legal Aid Society specializes in 
poverty law. This include. family law, 
housing and landlord disputes. social 
security. welfare and unemployment 
compensation disputes. financial problems 
such as collection. garnishment and 
repossession. and criminal work. Although 
they do not serve other adminstrative 
mattersey mainly deal in basic nuts and bolts 
matters. they mainly deal in basic nut s and 
bolts legal service. 
. In 1981 the LAS handled 8.000 civil cases. 
As the federal funding provides that no 
federal money be spent on criminal 
representation. the criminal division is 
tot_ally funded by non-federal money. In 
existence since 1·963. the criminal division is 
headed by Roger. Hurley. a well respected 
local trial attorney. In 198 1 they handled 
8.52~ misdemeanors. and. 7.332 preliminary 
hearings . Funding for the criminal division 
includes a $44,000.000 contract with the 
Cuyahoga County Public Defender to 
handle the defense of all indigents at 
preliminary hearings in Cleveland 
Municipal Court: · and a $195.300.00 
contract with the City of Cleveland to 
handle the defen se of all indigent 
misdemeanors. Also. 42 .S.C. S 1988 
provides them some courts costs and 
attorney fees for cases dealing with civil 
right s vio lations. 
. The- LAS has a healthy relationship with 
the Greater Cleveland Bar Association 
(GC BA) . . According to C. Lyonel Jones: 
''The GCBA refers many indigent clients to 
us. and has developed a task force to deal 
. _with our pending financial crisis. They a lso 
· ·-Jtind a project with us called 'The Bar 
· Advocacy Project.' which deals with the 
mentally disabled confined to state hospitals 
and the VA hospital. in an attempt to 
represent the legal needs of these people." 
Other projects within LAS include: 
"Urban Development." which represents the 
elderly on utility rate hikes before the Public 
Utilities Commission. and the "Center for 
Coop_erative Action." a non-legal unit 
assist mg local groups in defining community 
problems. and in developing a community 
strategy to address these problems. 
strategy to address these problems. 
If the LSC is ever reauthorized. and 
regular funding again resumes. there will be 
amendments added. designed to limit the 
scope of legal services. One such amendment 
will prohibit the use offederalfonds for class 
actions against local. state or federal 
government agencies. This amendment 
would directly affect a program within the 
LAS known as "Law Reform." 
"Law Reform" has been successful in 
actions against local nursing homes and 
institutions (such as the juvenile detention 
ho_m~ and the Mansfield Reformatory) in 
gaming corrections in the unlawful 
conditions within. Law Reform has 
~ontested abrupt and unanticipated changes 
m local welfare regulations and policies. 
C. Lyon.el Jones says, "Law Reforms 
attempts to redress the grievances of a 
particular class agai·nst government 
agencies. Class actions compromise only a 
part of the work done within Law Reform. 
Other vehicles of change include individual 
plaintiff cases. appeals work and special 
proceedi_ngs. Often results are had through 
negot1atwns spurned by the threat of 
impending litigation . 
The LAS. and those programs like it. are 
an individual asset in our system of 
government. A cornerstone of our 
democracy rests the maxim of"equafjustice 
for all." This does not cease to apply to "all" 
as long as Legal Aid Societies exist. 
Street Law 
The Moot Court Room of C-M was an 
extremely busy place from April 26th to 
May 7th as the Street Law Program held its 
sixth . annual Mock Trial Competition. 
Twenty-one teams from seventeen high 
schools were entered in the competition. The 
teams were coached by C-M students in teh 
teams Were coached by C-M students in the 
Street Law Program. the mock trial is one · 
part of the Street Law i_nstructional program 
offered to Cleveland and suburban high 
school students. This program allows 
classroom teachers and law students from C-
M_ to form an instructional team in working 
with high school pupils. . 
This year's competition was won by Team 
No. I of Glenville High School. 
Approximately 600 high school students 
took part in the program. At the conclusion 
of the Street Law Course high school 
students are given a case to prepare. This 
year's case (argued at C-M and 30 other law 
schools across the country) involved a sex 
discrimination case in which a hosp.ital 
administrator fired a male nurse. A panel of 
lawyers scored each team and its members 
on presentation, oral advocacy skills. and 
overall performance under pressure. There 
were 33 pupils on the winning team from 
Glenville. and each team in the competition 
argued both for and against the defendant 
versus opposing teams - thus each team 
provided its own pupils in the roles of 
defense attorney. prosecutor. and witnesses. 
The winning team was coached by 
Michael Downing. Congratulations to all C-
M students in the Street Law Program. who 
did such a fine job in coaching / teaching 
their respective teams. 




Roman 0. Mironovich 
I: THE HONORABLE 
THELTON HENDERSON . 
On May 4th Thelton Henderson, U.S. 
District Judge, N.D. Cal. , gave a 
presentation entitled: "The Civil Rights 
Lawyer in the Eighties." The audience was 
treated to a historical perspective of the 
develop ment of the civil rights movement. 
This in-depth perspective provided the 
foundation on which Judge Henderson built 
the characteristics of the civil rights attorney 
for the l 980's. 
The defiant act of Rosa Parks in 
Montgomery, Alabama, on December I, 
1955 - when the driver of a bus ordered her 
as well as three other black passengers to 
vacate the "colored" section and stand to 
that a white man could have a seat, was the 
spark that touched off non-violent civil 
rights demonstrations. That act was also the 
catalyst of the civil rights movement in this 
country. Subsequently, in November of 
1956, the Supreme Court banned bus 
segregation ir:i Montgomery. Rosa Parks 
ingnited the struggle for civil rights and 
Martin Luther King shepherded it. Out of 
that struggle developed the early role of the 
civil rights lawyer, as an advocate - who 
helped mostly blacks in the South to secure 
the vote, and battle the many forms of racial 
discrimination that were practiced at the 
time. This role has undergone much change 
si nce the early 60's, and today it isn't readily 
apparent what is meant by a civil rights 
lawyer. 
Drawing o n his experience as a legal a id 
and civil rights lawyer as well as law 
professor at Stanford, Judge Henderson 
defined the civil rights lawyer as an 
individual who works to preserve those basic 
a nd inalienable rights that each of us has by 
virtue of our citizenship. He focused his talk 
on the efforts of the advocate to make those 
rights a reality for minorities in this country. 
Judge Henderson's present ati on was a very 
well orga nized look at the direction of the 
civil rights movement in the 80's, and what is 
required by the movement to reach its goals. 
First and foremost the civil rights lawyer 
must know the basic social history that will 
permit him / her to avoid the mistakes of the 
past and profit from the triumphs of various 
civil rights champions that have preceeded 
him / her. In addition to this basic knowledge 
the Judge spoke of the development and 
maintenance of free legal services for the 
public good. He set several goals for the civil 
rights lawyers of the 80's: (I) the successes of 
the 60's create the problems of the 80's, as 
only sy mbolic but not substantive equality 
has been achieved - thus the advocate must 
strive to achieve that equality; (2) the lawye r 
must hold on to the rights won in the 60's, 
making sure they are safeguarded in the 80's; 
and (3) he or she must guide the costly fight 
for civil rights within the pressures of our 
current troubled economic conditions. Thus 
the 80's will need a constant vigilance by the 
civil rights lawyers , which means, " Being in 
the battle on a day-to-day basis." This also 
means a constant redress· of grieva nces so 
tha t past mistah~ "l!rl p! oblems aren't 
repeated. 
Justice Henderson concluded his talk with 
a question and answer session, but before 
starting the session he spoke of"his dream." 
" ... I have a dream that all lawyers ... will also 
be civil rights lawyers, that is - work 
towards preserving the rights to which all 
per.sons are entitled to by virtue of 
citizenship. I have a drea m that someday all 
lawyers will honor their et hical duty by 
saying - no, I will not counsel clients ... 
across that fine line of legality that allows 
them to discrimin ate. I have a dream that the 
idealistic young men and women who enter 
o ur nation's law schools ... do not lose their 
innate sense of right and wrong as they learn 
the skills of arguing both sides of every issue, 
so metimes out of both sides of their mout hs . 
That they will march forth from these legal 
ha lls of learning to say - I will not use my 
skills in support of that cause for it is wrong; 
for I will use my skills for that cause 
although I get no fee, for it is right for me to 
do so . Those will be The Civil Rixhts 
Lawrers of the Eighties, and that is my 
d ream." 
Judging by the questions and interest of 
the a udience as well as the spea ker one can 
conclude that Thelton Henderson was 
correct in emphatically stating that the civil 
rights movement isn't dead ; and that Judge 
Henderson's dream is within our grasp. 
Continued on paxe 8 
Moot Court Night 
On May 13 , 1982, C-M held the thirteenth 
annual Spring Moot Court Night. The 
competitors were Derek R. Brown, Pa mela 
West, Jacqueline A.Johnson , and Lessie M. 
Milton. 
This year's Spring Moot Court 
Competition involved issues of first 
impression arisi ng from an IRS denial of 
claimed charitable deductions for a 
contribution to a religi ous organization. 
The Dean's Moot Court Competition 
Award went to Jacqueline Johnso n and 
Pamela West, while the Hugo Black Award 
went to Lessie Milt o n a nd Jacqueline 
Johnson. The Law Alumni Association 
Award for the Best Briefs went to Duane 
Isa bella and William Davies . 
THE CLEVELAND PROSECUTOR 
MEDIATION PROGRAM 
By Jose C. Feliciano 
Chief Police Prosecutor 
and 
Bradley M. Weiss 
Mediation Coordinator 
Introduction 
In late January. the Cleveland 
Prosecutor's Office began a new -dispute 
resolution program. The new program uses 
proven mediation techniques to assist 
Cleveland citizens in negotiating out-
ot~court settlements in disputes involving 
criminal misdemeanor charges . The 
prngram will process an estimated 15,000 
citizen complaints a year. Approximately 70 
to 80 percent of these complaints will be 
scheduled for mediation hearings . 
The Mediation Program is being funded 
over the next three years by the Cleveland 
Foundation. At the end of this three year 
period, the responsibility of the program will 
rest with the City of Cleveland. 
The cases scheduled for mediation will 
mainly involve interpersonal disputes 
between neighbors, friends , co-workers, 
family members or acquaintances . Typical 
charges will include minor assaults, 
menacing , criminal damaging , dog 
nuisances or similar misdemeanors . 
Settlements reached in mediation hearings 
can be expected to include repair. return or 
replacement of property. acceptance of 
social service referrals. payment of medical 
expenses, or agreements to modify or cease 
specific behavior. Below are typical cases 
that will be scheduled fo1 mediation. 
- John S. and David L. were roommates. 
When they decided to go their separate 
ways. a disagreement arose over the 
ownership of a stereo and some record 
a lbums in their apartment. The argument 
escalated into a shO\ ing match which 
resulted in David knocking over the stereo. 
John charged David with assault and 
criminal damaging. 
- Donald R. and his son Michael R. were 
drinking in Donald's home. Michael. who 
had a history of drinking problems. lost his 
temper and threatened his father. Donald 
charged Michael with menacing. 
- Dan C. and Judy S. are neighbors. 
Judy is a real estate agent and Dan is 
temporarily out of work. At a recent 
encounter, Judy scolded Dan for not 
looking hard enough for a job. The next 
morning, Judy found Dan in front of her 
home swea ring. making obscene gestures 
and throwing rocks. Judy charged Dan with 
disorderly conduct. 
The above cases have one thing in 
common. the disputing parties have family. 
social and neighborhood relationships 
which gives them strong incentives to find 
ways to live peacefully with one another. 
These situations are not unusual in that most 
criminal misdemeanor complaints involve 
family members. neighbors. friends and 
people who generally know each other and 
have an on-going relationship. 
In Atlanta. Houston . Kansas City, 
Tucson. Cincinnati. Columbus and other 
major cities across the country. people like 
the ones just described are being given the 
opportunity to work out their problems in 
out-of-court dispute resolution programs. 
These programs have evolved over the past 
ten years and have dramatically changed the 
deli very of justice to citizens involved in 
interpersonal disputes . As a result of 
mediation hearings: 
- David L. and John S. agreed that John 
could keep the stereo and that David could 
keep the records. David also agreed to pay 
for the damage to the stereo. Both promised0 
that in the future, they will stay away from 
each other. 
- Michael R. apologized to his father 
Donald R., and promised never to drink 
with his Dad again. After Donald left, the 
mediator suggested that Michael may want 
to talk to someone about )lis admitted 
drinking problem. Michael accepted a 
counseling referral and his counselor 
reported that Michael not only showed up 
but also decided to seek continued 
treatment. 
- Judy S. apologized to Dan C. for 
lecturing him and Dan apologized for his 
response to her criticisms. Both parties 
agreed that the situation had gotten out of 
c9ntrol and promised there would not be 
any problems in the future . Several weeks 
after the hearing the mediator called Dan 
and Judy and discovered both parties were 
sticking to their agreement. 
In each of the hearings described above, 
the official charge was not the real issue at 
the heart of the dispute. The criminal justice 
system which has traditionally been geared 
to proving or disproving a specific charge is 
not designed to investigate and resolve the 
problems underlying an interpersonal 
dispute. 
The inability to deal with these underlying 
problems has created a great deal of 
frustration for judges, police and 
prosecutors. Often, the inability of the 
criminal justice system to address the 
underlying basis for the dispute renders it 
ineffective in preventing further criminal 
acts and possible violence. 
The new Cleveland Prosecutor Mediation 
Program, with its staff of trained mediators, 
is designed to deal more effectively with 
those cases where interpersonal conflicts are 
involved. The mediation program not only 
offers Cleveland citizens more effective and 
immediate solutions to their interpersonal 
disputes than can be obtained through the 
criminal justice system. bi.;t it also redur':s 
the volume of cases filed in the Cleveland 
Municipal Court. This in turn permits the 
Prosecutor's Office, the Cleveland Police, 
and other criminal justice agencies to 
allocate their resources more efficiently. 
An Inappropriate Forum 
The criminal justice system is often not the 
appropriate forum for the resolution of 
citizen filed cases, since the focus of this 
system is usually the guilt or innocence of 
one of the disputing parties. For example. it 
is especially difficult to determine who is 
right or wrong in cases where reciprocal 
offenses are involved. In addition, c1t1zen 
filed cases also suffer from problems of 
proof, resulting in a few successfully 
prosecuted cases. There are basically two 
reasons for this_. First, there is insufficient 
evidence to "prove beyond a reasonable 
doubt" that the defendant has committed a 
crime. Second, a close personal relationship 
usually exists between the prosecuting 
witness the defendant leading the 
prosecuting witness to change his or her 
mind about pursuing the case. 
As a result of these limitations in the 
criminal justice system, the Prosecutor's 
Office began to look for alternative methods 
for resolving minor disputes arising in the 
City of Cleveland. The Prosecutor's Office, 
after developing a planning grant, invited 
the Director of the American Bar 
Association's Special Committee on the 
Resolution of Minor Disputes to examine 
their office operations and procedures. As a 
result of this visit, the Director produced 
two reports which recommended that the 
Prosecutor's Office go ahead with their 
plans to develop a dispute resolution 
program. 
The Cleveland Mediation Program 
The program that has been developed is 
modeled after two well established programs 
which prosecutor staff members observed in 
Cincinnati and Columbus, Ohio. These 
programs are the Cincinnati Private 
Complaint Program and the Columbus 
'Jight Prosecutor Program. Both of these 
1rograms utilize mediation techniques to 
esolve citizen disputes. 
The Columbus Night Prosecutor 
f> rogram, which is a permanent part of their 
:::ity Attorney's Office, is generally perceived. 
as the exemplary mediation program for 
mediation hearings in Columbus resulting in 
a draJT1atic lessening of those cases that 
normally congest the criminal justice 
system. 
The Cleveland Mediation Program, like 
the Columbus Night Prosecutor Program, is 
based on the mediation concept. Mediation 
is a process in which a neutral third party 
(mediator) aid the disputants in fashioning a 
' mutually acceptable solution to their 
criminal dispute. Often the discussion of a 
problem conducted by a neutral third party 
opens up communication amon5 the 
disputing parties and eventually leads to a 
solution. Frequently when the underlying 
problem is identified and resolved, there is 
less chance for recurrence. 
A mediator's goal is not to impose a 
solution upon the disputants, but rather to 
have the parties themselves arrive at a 
mutually acceptable settlement. There are 
basically two reasons why a compromise 
reached by the disputing parties is more 
likely to be successful than one imposed 
upon them. First, the persons involved 
obviously know their situation better than 
any outside party could. The disputants 
more often than not have a better grasp of 
t~eir own capabilities of what is likely to 
work for them. Secondly, people tend to 
resent being told what to do and are more 
likely to follow through on solutions which 
they themselves suggested and agreed to 
during a mediation hearing. 
Continued on page 7 
Mediation is a technica1 skill and its use in 
a hearing will be as structured as any court 
proceeding. The hearings are confidential 
and are conducted in a private .room in the 
Prosecutor's office. The mediator conducts 
the hearing in such a way that each party will 
have the opportunity to tell his or her side of 
the story without int_erruption. Once the 
problem is idenlified, the mediator evaluates 
and helps the parties generate possible 
solutions to their · problem. 
When. an agreement has been reached, the 
mediator records the settlement, reads it to 
the parties, and asks them once again for 
their commitment to the solution. In 
concluding a hearing, the mediator advises 
the parties that they will be contacted in one 
to two weeks to determine if they are 
adhering to their agreement. 
Citizens Benefit 
One of the benefits of a Prosecutor 
Mediation Program is that citizens have 
access to the legal system to resolve their 
disputes at not direct cost to themselves. 
Furthermore, the mediation hearings are 
scheduled at nights and on weekends to 
accomodate the working public. Citizens' 
complaints are quickly handled in that 
hearings are scheduled one week to ten days 
after the complaint is filed with the 
Prosecutor's office. 
The ABA's Special Committee on the 
Resolution of Minor Disputes has found 
that 80 to 85 percent of those people who 
have gone through a mediation hearing 
came out generally feeling satisfied about ht 
came out generally feeling satisfied about 
the process. Or. the other hand, experience 
has · shown that a large majority of those 
people who go through the court system feel 
they did not get a fair deal and leave the 
criminal justice system feel_ing nothing has 
been accomplished. 
A Valuable Referral Service 
for Attorneys 
The Cleveland Prosecutor Mediation 
Program can be a very useful referral service 
for area attorneys dealing with minor 
criminal disputes. All lawyers in private 
practice are form time to time presented with 
cases in which the difference between right 
and wrong is minimal. Many times it is 
difficult to even determine who is the 
agressor ao is the victim. Often attorneys are 
placed in compromising positions when they 
have to explain why the standard legal 
system will not effectively solve the problem 
at hand. Interpersonal disputes involving 
assault, menacing, criminal damaging, and 
telephone harassment are example~ of cases 
which will be suitable for mediation. The 
Cleveland Prosecutor Mediation Program, 
with its staff of trained mediators and intake 
counselors, provide~ a viable and attractive 
alternative for lawyers faced with this 
situation. 
A Cleveland Prosecutor Mediation 
Program is a confidential, out-of-court 
procedure based on the mutual cooperation 
of the disputants. The need for a co-
operative atmosphere and confidentiality in 
a hearing is essential ifthe mediation process 
is to be successful. Since lawyers are trained 
in adversarial skills, their approach to an 
interpersonal dispute may sometimes not be 
consistent with what occurs in a mediation 
hearing. Because of this problem, the 
Cleveland Prosecutor Mediation Program 
will reserve the final judgment on whether a 
lawyer will or will not be permitted to attend 
the hearing. 
Program Administration and 
Staff Training 
The Cleveland Prosecutor Mediation 
Program will be administered by Brad 
Weiss. Mr. Weiss, who has advanced 
degrees in government and law, has trained 
mediators and worked extensively as a 
mediator with the Columbus Night 
Prosecutor Program. Assisting Mr. Weiss in 
developing a Prosecutor Mediation 
Program in Gail Young, • an Assistant 
Prosecutor who is also trained in mediation 
techniques. Technical assistance in the 
implementation of this -program has been 
provided by the Cincinnati Institute of 
Justice. This is the same group of advisors 
who developed and implemented the 
Cincinnati Private Complaint Program. 
The training was conducted by the 
Program Coordinator, the Cincinnati 
Institute of Justice, and outside experts in 
the field of mediation. All staff members 
hired underwent extensive mediation 
training consisting of lectures, seminars, 
films, video taped role plays, and individual 
"in-house" training. 
The City Prosecutor's Office is open 
from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. on 
weekdays, with plans to extend the 
offiu hours to midnight within the next 
six months. The Prosecutor's Office will 
also be open from 9:00 a.m. to 1 :00 p.m. 
on Saturdays. 
Rule number one is never"seriously" date 
a fellow C-M student. Such activity can only 
lead to endless questions from other C-M 
students curious to know if"he" or "she" can 
do something other than study. Besides it 
eliminates one person you can complain to 
about how tough law school is on you. 
Rule number two is you must join Law 
Review or Moot Court to get a "good" job 
once you graduate. Everyone knows that the 
best attorneys are those who can complete 
law school and one of these rigorous 
programs. 
Rule number three is quit now if you 
believe rule number two. You're either very 
naive, a future "big firm" recruiter, or a 
member of Law Review or Moot Court. 
Don't lose all hope, however, you have 
plenty of company. 
Rule number four is never be caught 
studying. Violation of this rule can only lead 
to entiless disappointment. Other might 
think you actually care about your future 
and your friends will know you must be 
violating rule number one. 
Rule number five is never work while 
attending school. Such conduct may lead to 
shocking discoveries. It's much better to 
believe the world is an appellate decision, all 
criminal defendants are guilty and being a 
member of Law Review or Moot Court will 
lead to the big bucks. 
Well, the editor won't let me continue, but 
if you want a complete version of my book, 
contact the office of the Gavel. It's in the 
basement - next to the Law Review Office. 
Oh, I'm sorry, it's just past the T.V. set. 
Note: This editor did not find the above 
article either informative or amusing. 
M. G.K. 
vacuous 
(vak' yoo es) adj. I. without 
contents; empty 2. lacking in 
ideas or intelligence 3. inane; 
stupid 4. purposeless; idle 
~.~ 
LAW SCHOOL 
IN A NUTSHELL 
By Jack Mastros 
The popular trend oflate in literary circles 
is to write "how to" books. " How to Jog," 
"How to Fix Your Own Car" and " How to 
Make Love to a Woman" are some _of the 
better sellers. The ease by which these 
literary geniuses have reaped millions of 
dollars has preempted my roommate to give 
it a shot. His book, entitled "How to Make 
Love to a Woman While Fixing Your Own 
Car and Jogging" will be on the shelves 
with in the month. Not to be outdone, I've 
written my own "how to" book entitled 
" How to Get Through Cleveland-Marshall 
without letting Cleveland-Marshall get to 
You." Due to "priority" stories in this issue 
of the Gavel, I can only offer a condensed 
version of my book. 
"After bringing order out of chaos, 
legal education has achieved great 
success and 4s now thriving and 
flourishing." 
II. DEAN HAN DEPEI 
"Legal Education in New China," was the 
topic of Dean Han Depei's talk on May 11, 
1982. He is the dean and professor of law at 
Wuhan University (People Republic of 
China) as well as being the Edgar Snow 
Visiting Professor of Law and Fulbright 
Asian Scholar in Residence at the University 
of Missouri School ofLaw(Kansas City). In 
addition to his presentation the Dean also 
conducted an International Law and 
Human Rights Seminar with Professor 
Picker on the afternoon of May 10th. 
Dean Depei introduced his topic by 
presenting the his.tory of legal education in 
China as consisting of four distinct periods. 
These developmental periods began with the 
founding of the Peoples Republic of China 
i~ 1949 and continue through the present 
time. 
The first period discussed by the Dean was 
~rom 1949 to 1956. This was a period of 
mcreased enrollment, teacher development 
and research in the legal areas. "Facts hav~ 
pro_ven that legal education during this 
penod (49-56) was basically suited to the 
needs of the country's legal system at that 
time ... the students who came out of that 
period have become the backbone of our 
country in politics, law, and legal 
education ," said Dean Depei in 
summarizing the impact of the first historic 
period. The second period was one of 
standstill and retrogression, and it lasted 
from '57 to '65. During this time there was a 
~ed~cti?n in the number of teaching 
mst1tuhons, as well as a decrease in the 
enrollment by 50%. This was followed by a 
decade that did even more harm to the legal 
system, 1966-76. This third period was 
described by Han Depei as "The period ot 
the upheaval of the 'Great Cultural 
Revolution' in which extensive damage 
was done to China's legal system." 
*For anyone interested in specific 
information presented at either of the 
two May Legal Traditions Programs or 
in viewing the presentations, both were 
recorded by IMS on videotape. 
"Legal education just like the legal 
system in China has passed through a 
long and tortuous process," Dean 
Depei. 
The current period of legal educa.tion in 
China (4th: 1977-present) was by far the 
most enjoyable one for Dean Depei to 
discuss. Calling this time the "Period of 
Rehabilitation" the Dean proudly presented 
statistics which reflect the rebound of legal 
education in the New China: (I) Many new 
law departments have been started, and 
currently there are a total of 33 institutes or 
departments of political science and law in 
China; (2) There are 8,700 students in 
various stages of legal education in these 
schools, and this figure is double the amount 
engaged in legal studies in 1965 - the year 
preceeding the 'cultural revolution;' (3) 
Several specialities in law are being offered 
for the first time - these include the medical 
jurisprudence and environmental 
specialties, each offers 42 different courses 
towards the completion of the law specialty 
(on the average about half of the 42 courses 
are required, the remainder are electives). 
According to Dean Depei, " ... Not until the 
third session of the 11th Central Committee 
of the Communist Party of China put 
for~a.rd in 1978 the policy of promoting 
soc1ahst democracy, and directed the 
establishment of a socialist legal system -
did 'spring time' arrive for the development 
of legal centers of learning." 
Despite the positive facts and figures, 
Dean Depei noted that, "Our legal 
education lags behind the needs of the 
people. The development of the (legal 
education) system has become a top priority 
in the current China." He concluded by 
predicting that, "Legal education in our 
country is bound to undergo a great 
development through the next five or ten 
years, and its prospects are great!" 
Media 
Disinformation 
By Michael G. Karnavas 
A few weeks ago at Hathaway Brown 
school, Arnoud de Bourchgrave, the 
cd!ebrated co-author of The Spike and 
former Chief Foreign Correspondent for 
Newsweek, warned that the Soviet KGB 
operatives have infiltrated the editorial 
boards of the Western press and are 
undermining the West through 
"disinformation" - information 
unfavorable t<i communist countries is 
"spiked" (a nail-like device on which stories 
are filed which will not be set to print) while 
other stories are blown out of proportion to 
cause injury to the United States and bring 
havoc among its allies. 
De Borchgrave, who has covered major 
news events in more than 90 countries since 
1951, has been studying disinformation 
since 1967 when he learned from two 
Western Intelligence services that a French 
journalist, a good friend of his, was on the 
payroll of the KGB for disinformation 
operations. De Bourchgrave gives a realistic 
account of the workings of disinformation in 
his novel The Spikef thinly disguised are the 
New York Times and the Washington Post; 
the Marxist thinktank Institute for Policy 
Studies (IPS) in Washington; CIS defector 
Philip Agee; IPS-affiliated publication 
Ramparts magazine; and Samuel Rubin, the 
pro-soviet Feberge tycoon. 
De B0urchgrave quoted Soviet defector 
Vladimir Bukovsky when asked about the 
anti - nuclear movement in Europe. 
Bukovsky claims that the U.S.S.R. has been 
planning ~ mas~ive European peace 
campaign smce 1979, only a few months 
before Afghanistan. De Bourchgrave said 
"They knew the invasion would precipitate a 
move to increase Western military 
spending ... The peace campaign was 
designed to blunt that kind of reaction frm 
designed to blunt that kind of reaction from 
the West." De Bourchgrave, attempting to 
prove this calculated Soviet move, asked the 
audience to go back to 1949 and Dimitri 
Manuilsky. "Manuilsky was lecturing at the 
Lenin School for Senior Party Cadres - we 
know this from defectors who heard him -
on the imperative need to achieve global 
military supremacy for the forces of world 
military supremacy for the forces of World 
Socialism." De Bourchgrave quoted 
Manuilsky to have said " ... It's a 20-3'0 year 
effort. In order to make it possible, we must , 
put the Western Bourgeoisie to sleep ... by 
launching the most spectacular peace 
movement the world has ever seen." 
De Bourchgrave warned against the so-
called U.S.-Soviet arms freeze - a move 
which would delight the Soviets. "A freeze 
proposal based on mass hysteria, cowardice, 
fear, the pacifist dogma, misguided 
enthusiasm or geo-political ignorance is a 
recipe for disaster," de Bourchgrave said . 
De Bourchgrave warned of the 
approaching catastrophe - the weakening 
of the West through disinformation. Is he 
Cassandra????? 
A day in court ... 
Comes to C-M 
The Ohio Court of Appeals. Eighth 
Appellate District. honored Cleveland-
Marshall with its presence on May 17, 1982. 
A variety of cases were submitted to the 
Judges who. at different sessions. 
adjudicated many legal issues spanning 
everything from workmen's comp to 
felonious assault. 
During the morning session, Justices 
Corrigan. Jackson (Senior Judge}, and 
Patton (a Cleveland-Marshall graduate) 
accepted submitted briefs on State of Ohio 
\' . Srboljub, No. 44141. Judge Patton 
presided over the other two cases in the 
morning session: (I) E. Skiba. H. Skiba v. 
R.A. Connor, Administrative Bureau of 
Worker's Compensation and New York 
Banking, Inc., No 44157; and (2) Corrine 
Khouri v. E.S. Khouri, No. 44168. The 
former case was argued on the err~r claim: 
"whether or not the trial court erred in not 
assuming jurisdiction of a workmen's 
compensation claim taken within 60 days of 
the Industrial Commission of Ohio's refusal 
to hear an appeal." The latter was a domestic 
relations case and plaintiff-wife appealed it 
on two error claims: (I) The trial court erred 
in overruling the objections to the report of 
referee without making independent 
findings of fact to support the journal entry. 
(2) The award of alimony and disposition of 
property as ordered by the trial court is 
manifestly against the weight of the 
evidence. 
The Justices took their time before and 
after each case to give their judicial insight. 
m hope of shedding light on the intricacies of 
the appellate system in Ohio. The entire 
event was comprised of three separate 
sessions, with three cases per session. and 
was presented for the educational benefit of 
the C-M students. 
Prof. Lou (the glove) Geneva guards 






On April IO, 1982 C-M students got their 
first taste of sports-related activities for the 
Spring Quarter. Despite cold weather, one 
hundred C-M students attended the Indian's 
Opener. A pre-game "Happy Hour," 
sponsored by the SBA and Delta Theta Phi , 
insured that the students' anti-freeze level 
was stabi lized before they challenged the 
harsh elements at Municipal Stadium. 
Professor Cole (visiting fr©m England) 
attended his first-ever baseball game. He still 
has some unanswered questions for baseball 
tutor, David "Ace" Goodwin . However, 
David has some questions for Tribe Skipper, 
Dave Garcia, concerning his coaching. 
Spring Quarter was the start of 
intramural softball. This year the law school 
fielded four teams: The Slugs, Vested 
Remainders, Law School Ill, and Willie & 
The Poor Boys. The Slugs may qualify for 
the senior citizen league due to the ages of 
some of its experienced members from the 
law faculty: Professors Fred (Whizzer) 
White, David (Large Lenny) Forte, and 
Louis (The Glove) Geneva. Also on the 
Slugs is the invisible Book Exchange 
Chairman, Howard Deiner. 
On May 15th, the SBA held its first 
annual Golf Open at Hinckley Hills Golf 
Course. A good time was had by. all. All 
those who attended won prizes and enjoyed 
a grea.t day of golf. Mark Mastrangelo got 
off to a shaky start with a golf cart collision 
on the first tee . Otherwise, he turned in a fine 
performance. Low score honors went to 
Mark Peskind (83). Jeff Lefkof(85). David 
Lambros (86). Michael Comella (86). and 
Gary Adams (89). 
Numerous C-M students and faculty 
sought to demonstrate their athletic prowess 
by running in the Cleveland-Revco 
Marathon and 10.000 meter races on 
Sunday; May 16, 1982. Someofthestudents 
and faculty who participated were: Dean 
Bogomolny. Professo r Landsman. 
Professor White. Gm•el Editor Michael G. 
Karnavas, SBA President-Elect Blake 
Brewer. Jeff M. Fisher. Steve Sozio. Neal 
Jameson. Donna Ramsey. Nancy Herbst. 













All kinds of kids like MARIO'S HOT 
DOGS ... 
The SBA OPEN at HINCKLEY 
HILLS GOLF COURSE, May 15, 
1982: John Deegan, Gary Adams & 
Arline Zehe prepare the feast for the 
golfers. 
Ted Dunn wins the top prize on SBA 
Putter . 
Blake Brewer - New SBA President. 
1982-83 SBA ELECTION RESULTS 
PRESIDENT: 
Blake Brewer* 240 57% 
Ramie Reisman Ill 26% 
John Spiccia 57 13% 
Todd West fall 16 4% 
VICE-PRESIDENT: 
James Johnson 59 16% 
Spanky Margolis 142 38% 
Susan Stephanoff 176 47% 
Susan Stephanoff* 176 47% 
TREASURER: 
Kurt Kroger 74 21 % 
Michael Rae* 277 79% 
SECRETARY: 
Jodi Gerson 116 31 % 
Susan Hartwig 43 11 % 
Michele White* 216 58% 
*Best wishes to the new officers for 1982-83. 
Election officials Mark Mastrangelo, 
Michael Comella, and Jeff Kay, 
monitor the SBA elections as Bob 
Walker casts his ballot on 
Wednesday, May 5th. 
Dean Hall presides over Shaw v. West Tech Team I on the first day of Mock Trials, Carol Cerney, 
and Joy B. Savren comprise the rest of the scoring panel of 'judges: 
The Kids babysit David Goodwin at 
the child care facility provided for the 
Women's Legal Rights Workshop. 
Objection is raised by the Defendant, 
Cleveland Hts. H.S., during the Mock 
Trials held on Mav 4th. Shaker Hts. 
High represented the Plaintiff in this 
session. The Mock Trials were first 
organized in 1975 by Prof. E. 
Dreyfuss and Lora Murphy, 
Supervisor in the Division of Social 
Studies. 
By Liz Levett 
Walter Cronkite sa . 
way it is this 1165t~~· ... and that's the 
crisis in Iran (J May of the hostage 
... erry oss as Walter). 
H -
" a~vey Leiser Clothes 
His shirts are stri d His pants hound pe or plaid. 
His jackets al s tooth or checked 
H 
, ways sad · 
es got Har · · (Janette Ch vy Leiser clothes." 
andler) 
"On the Twelfh Day of L 
my professor said to aw .school fi I me, enJOY 
na ... memorize my 
the whole course.~~.ur notes ... outline 
J>.4.GI: 11 
Ms. Fancy's PPR class - Romper 
Room Style: ''Romper, stomper, 
bomper, boom. Tell me, tell me, tell 
me do. Have all my students learned 
their law today?" (Ms. Fancy -
Michele White; Do-Bees -Ted Dunn, 
Spanky Margolis, Blaine Schwartz, 
Tamar Kravitz, Pat Baird) 
•••llllilllilBll~t.-~wm 
%(*&¢(*%(Ear Muffs? (Samarai Law 
Librarian - Mario deCaris) . · 
'We will, we will, knock you. 
Bogomolny's dean here, 
Five years, no tears. 
Hides in his office all the time. 
Got guards on his floor. 
Watchin' his door. 
Keeps those students mighty sore." 
(Alan Sills, Dave Meyerson, Spanky 
Margolis, Steve Sozio, Mike 
Wypasek, Mike Rae) 
"We would ask for your assistance 
in choosing the newest faculty 
' member to be added to the Cleveland-
Marshall staff - Mr. Finer, Mr. Catz 
or Mz. Wendy 0 . Williams?" - come 





"\\i.e go to Marshall for our law 
-_degree. 
We go to Marshall for our law degree. 
Party every night 
For you know you'll enj1.1y 
You can hang out with all .the boys.'' 
Rocky Horror Torts Class - Magenta, 
Frank & Nell (Susan Stephanoff. 
Mario deCaris, K~ren Leizman) 
;'Mario adds to his small endowment. 
* 
"Mr. Finer, if you could extricate 
yourself from memory .lane and the 
days of your 'work' with Dr. Timothy •· 
Leary, we can continue.'.' (Ted Dunn, 
Dave Meyerson, Susan Stephanoff, 
Mike Wypasek) 
(Janet - Michele White; Brad - Blaine 
Schwartz; Susan; Mario; Karen) 
ens rea. 
You can't have the crime without the 
men's rae. 
And suddenly you find that guilty, 
guilty mind is there. 
Mens rae. 
That criminal intent we call mens rae. 
Oh happy, happy days, 
· To find that wrongful ways exist." 
(Sung off key by Da\'e Meyerson to 
Susan StephanofO 
Partin2 Shots of This ... & ... That. 
Hunter Havens. first ~· ear students, 
announces a new summer legal 
"Out West and in THE 
The SBA President. \1ark 
\1astrangelo. tees off on hi., wa~· to a 
fifth consecutive birdie-! 
Mc:NAUGHToN·s Rl ' l.E~ 
Any ar=u~nt worth- makin.: witflin a 
bureaucracy must be capable of bein~ 
npressed in a simple declaratin 
.. t'ntence that is obviously t.rue onct' 
o;tatt'd. 
A good time is had by one and all 
during '' Happy Hour" -on April 16th 
in the Atrium of C-M. 
ARE YOU THE SORT OF INDEPENDENT THINKER 
WHO VANISHED WITH THE MIDDLE AGES? 
If so. the Gavel may be prec1s.,1y what you 've been searching for . Does " Modern 
Art " excite your friends and call forth their warm ruminations on the futility of the 
world, but leave YOU cold] (and longing for Rembrandt and da Vinci) . Does " Disco 
Night" at the local Single 's bar find you at home. by a crackling fire with Plato's 
REPUBLIC. while your friends are out doing the " Funky Chicken?" Do Justices 
Brennan and Marshall 's visions of the Constitution dazzle and impress your 
unlettered school -mates. yet leave you puzzled after actually reading that 
document, and the Founding Fathers ' FEDERALIST PAPERS? Do you sometimes 
find yourself sneaking to the library under cover of night to peer at Rehnquist's 
dissents? 
If any of the toreyvoo •.i c1escnpt1ons apply to you, you may oe JUSt the sort of " pre -
Renaissance Man" who is in need of the GAVEL. The GAVEL's sprightly Editors are 
familiar with the Middle Ages; indeed, they are rapidly approaching it . 
The GAVEL 's editors have been termed " reactionary, pre-historic, and ante-
deluvian" by a wide spectrum of legal, social and economic New Age scholars. (This 
alone should commend the GAVEL to your edification .) 
The GAVEL staff, as we·ll . has been known to undergo the Spartan regimen of 
medieval monks - especially w;th respect to the frequenting of wine-cellars. 
So isn't it time YOU wakened from the New Age stupor of conformity and 
complacency, to plunge instead into the exhilarating atmosphere of wit, wisdom. 
and subtle satire comfortably lodged between the pages of each GAVEL issue? 
tay another log on the fire Put on your slippers. You deserve it. 
WE NEED YOU 





like writing. photography. 
the business end of 
hv the Ga\'£'/ office. 
